


















THE HOLE ARGUMENT. PHYSICAL




The ”hole argument”(the English translation of German ”Lochbetra-
chtung”) was formulated by Albert Einstein in 1913 in his search for a
relativistic theory of gravitation.([5]) The hole argument was deemed to
be based on a trivial error of Einstein, until 1980 when John Stachel 1
recognized its highly non-trivial character. Since then the argument has
been intensively discussed by many physicists and philosophers of science.
( See e.g., [2], [3], [4], [25] [35], [12], [13], [24].)
I shall provide here a coordinate-free formulation of the argument using
the language of categories and bundles, and generalize the argument for
arbitrary covariant and permutable theories (see [12],[13]). In conclusion
I shall point out a way of avoiding the hole argument, by looking at the
structure of the space of solutions of Einstein’s equations on a space-time
manifold. This superspace Q(M) is defined as the orbit space of space-
time solutions on M under the action of the diffeomorphisms of M , and it
plays an important role in the study of the gravitational field and attempts
to find a theory of quantum gravity (QG).
Keywords: Differential Geometry, General Relativity
∗MCPHS & BU Center for Einstein Studies
1Talk on ”Einsteins Search for General Covariance, 1912-1915” at the GRG meeting in
Jena (1980); see [28]
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1 Introduction. The Original Hole Argument
The hole argument is a ’paradox’, an argument against generally-covariant theo-
ries. In Einstein’s most detailed account of it, G(x) represents a Lorentz metric
field that satisfies the field equations in the x-coordinate system and G′(x′)
represents the same gravitational field in the x′-coordinate system; if the field
equations for the metric tensor are taken to be covariant, then G′(x) must also
represent a solution to these equations in the x-coordinate system. Do the met-
rics G(x) and G′(x) represent the same or distinct gravitational fields ? If they
represent distinct gravitational fields, as Einstein originally assumed, then the
hole argument shows that no specification of the metric field outside of and on
the boundary of an open subset of the space-time (a ”hole”) could uniquely
determine the field inside the hole.
Einstein posed the hole argument as a boundary-value problem. Hilbert(1917)
had also thrown himself into the problem, and realised that it was more appro-
priate to formulate the hole argument as an initial value problem.2
The boundary-value formulation of the hole argument:
Given a solution G(x) everywhere outside of and on the boundary of a bounded,
closed region H ( the ”hole”) of space-time, including all the normal derivatives
of the metric up to any finite order on that boundary, this data still does not
determine a unique solution inside H (no matter how small H), because an
unlimited number of other solutions can be generated from it by those diffeo-
morphisms that are identity outside H (and any number of derivatives of which
also reduce to the identity on the boundary), but differ from the identity in-
side H . The resulting metric G′(x) will agree with G(x) outside of and on the
boundary of H , but will differ from it inside H .
The initial-value formulations of the hole argument:
Assume that initially the universe was filled with matter and that later in time
a hole forms. Let G(x) and G′(x) be two distinct solutions of the field equations
which are equal everywhere inM except for a hole H , then if assume a spacelike
(initial data) surface S3 : t = 0 such that the hole is entirely in the future
developmentD+(S3), then because the two metrics are equal everywhere outside
and on the boundary of the hole, they will have the same set of initial data on
the surface. [25]
The conclusion:
The hole argument implies then that the separation between two distinct
points P and Q both inside the hole depends on the metric, i.e., dG(P,Q) 6=
dG′(P,Q), although both metrics G and G
′ have the same initial conditions.
This implies that general relativity (GR) cannot determine the separation be-
tween two space-time points. No well-posed initial-value and/or boundary-value
problem can be posed for Einstein’s covariant equations. Einstein found these
2The two formulations are refered as the boundary-value and initial-value formulations of
the original hole argument. For more details see [32]
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results unacceptable and spent the next three years looking for non-generally
covariant field equations. The way out of the hole argument is to conclude that
two such space-time metrics G(x) and G′(x) must represent the same gravita-
tional field, or in other words, that GR is a generally-covariant theory.3
1.1 Invariant Formulation of the Original Hole Argument
Einstein’s original formulation of the argument was in the language of coordi-
nates and coordinate transformations, but here I shall use a global approach i.e.
working with the whole manifold and global diffeomorphisms rather than in a
coordinate patch and local coordinate transformations. [12]
A general relativistic space-time is a 4-dimensional manifold M , together
with a pseudo-Riemannian metric field g of signature (+,+,+,−) on M . From
the covariance of the field equations, if g is a solution of Einstein’s equations,
then the pull-back (or dragged-along) metrics φ∗(g) obtained from g by the
mapping induced by diffeomorphisms φ :M →M are also solutions of the field
equations. The question at the heart of the hole argument is the following: Do
all dragged-along metrics φ∗(g) describe the same gravitational field? Einstein’s
ultimate answer is ”yes” ( i.e., the field equations are generally-covariant).
The hole argument is intimately related to the problem of individuation of
physical events. In 1915 Einstein realized that there was a mistaken assumption
about the nature of space-time and after dropping that assumption there would
no longer be any incompatibility between general covariance of his field equa-
tions and determinacy. In the language of manifolds, Einstein’s line of reasoning
on how to avoid the hole argument translates to the fact that, at least inside
the hole, the space-time points are not individuated independently of the metric
field. Indeed, if the points of the space-time manifold M are not individuated
independently of the metric, it implies that when we drag-along the metric, we
actually drag-along the physically individuating properties and relations of the
points4. So, the pull-back metric does not differ physically from the original
one. An entire equivalence class of diffeomorphically-related solutions to the
field equations should corresponds to one inertio-gravitational field.
As a consequence the points of the manifold can be characterized as space-
time elements, but they lack individuation as events, t.e., points of a particular
space-time, unless and until the metric field g is specified. 5
3”General relativity” is the idea that the laws of physics are the same in all reference
frames (coordinate systems). ”General covariance”, on the other hand, is the idea that two
space-time solutions of the field equations are considered to be physically equivalent if one is
isometric to the other. Some authors define ”general covariance” as what we call ”covariance”,
not making a clear distinction between the two. See [29] for this distinction.
4This metric field represents not only the chrono-geometrical structure of space-time, but
also the potentials for the inertio-gravitational field; see e.g. [31].
5For generic empty space-times (i.e., space-times with no symmetries) one can use the four
non-vanishing invariants of the Riemann tensor to individuate the space-time points. See [29],
pp. 155-156
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2 Further Extensions of the Hole Argument: Co-
variant and Permutable Theories.
The kinematical framework of all classical fields is well described in mathemati-
cal terms as geometric structures on a fiber bundle, and their dynamics in terms
of the jet extensions of the total space. One may use jet bundle formulation to
construct differential operators and Lagrangians of such fields. A classical physi-
cal theory can be described mathematically by a system of differential equations
on section maps of a some (gauge) natural bundle (FM
pi
−→M).[12]
A natural bundle F is defined as a covariant functor from the category of
manifolds into the category of bundles with structure group. One can think of
F as a rule that takes an n-dimensional manifoldM into a bundle (FM = E
pi
−→
M) and any (local) diffeomorphism φ :M →M to a bundle morphism Fφ = Φ
over φ and preserves composition. 6 From the definition, a natural morphism
Φ : E → E is the (natural) lift of a local base diffeomorphism φ, and they are the
only bundle morphisms that preserve the natural structure on the total space
E.[18] A gauge-natural bundle can be similarly defined as a covariant functor
from the category of principal bundles and principal fibre-preserving morphisms
into the category of fibred manifolds and fibre-preserving morphisms. Examples
of gauge-natural bundles are principal bundles7. A natural bundle (E
pi
−→ M)
is completely defined by its base manifold M , i.e., the local trivializations and
the bundle transition functions can be canonically constructed out of the atlas
of local charts on M . 8
Natural bundles provide a modern description of the classical picture of
geometric objects in differential geometry and general relativity ( e.g. linear
connections on manifolds, metric fields), while gauge-natural bundles represent
the arena for gauge objects ( e.g. principal connections) that appear in gauge
field theories. At the level of physics, a type of theory is correlated with the
concept of a type of (gauge-) natural bundle. We can think of the total manifold
E as the set of all possible choices of the physical field-values at all points of base
manifold M and a given section σ as a particular choice of a ” physical field”
( of the type of theory represented by the natural bundle) over M .9 A section
σ of a natural bundle F is also called a geometric (or natural) object ( e.g,
tensor fields, derivative operators, which satisfy a quasi-linear10 field equation
[9]. A mathematical model of a type of physical theory corresponds to a (global)
cross-section of the natural bundle, or a class of gauge-equivalent cross sections
6Notationally we will make no distinction between the functor F, the fibered manifold
(E
pi
−→ M) or the total space E, but one should keep in mind that F is a functor, i.e. the
object (E
pi
−→ M) together with a class of automorphisms.
7The linear frame bundle LM → M , which is the principal bundle associated to the tangent
bundle TM , is actually a natural bundle)[18], [7]
8On the other hand, there are a whole family of natural bundles defined on the same base
manifold M , e.g. the tangent and cotangent bundles, and all tensor bundles.
9Typically we will consider M to be a 4-dimensional space-time manifold M ( but could
be any n dimensional manifold).
10linear in first derivatives
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of the gauge-natural bundle what describes the corresponding a type of physical
theory. A particular physical theory of given type is represented by a rule11 for
selecting a class of cross-sections (models) of that type of theory.
Example 1: Maxwell’s electromagnetic theory can be described as a rule for
selecting the class of cross-sections of the gauge-natural bundle of one-form fields
that obey the linear, gauge-invariant field equations derived from the Maxwell
lagrangian.
Born-Infeld electrodynamic theory is a rule for selecting a (different) class of
cross-sections of the same gauge natural bundle of one-form fields that obey
the non-linear, gauge-invariant field equations derived from the Born-Infeld la-
grangian [1].
Example 2: GR is a generally-covariant theory and it can be formulated in
terms of natural bundles. There are two main ways to formulate GR.
One mathematical model for the gravitational field uses only the metric
and the second order prolongations ( see e.g., [11]) and it is given in terms of
G-structrures or the corresponding holonomy groups. One advantage of using
G-structures to model the space-time metric structure is that the gravitation
can be represented as a gauge field (like any other classical fields [26]). In this
context, a gravitational field gij is defined as a cross-section σ of the associated
bundlle (LM/O(1, 3) → M) of orbits under the action of orthogonal group
O(1, 3) on the linear frame LM , with the standard fiber GL(4)/O(1, 3).
An O(1, 3)- structure on M given by such a global cross-section σ specifies an
equivalence class of O(1, 3)-related linear frames at each point of M . Locally,
σ can be represented by a family of local cross-sections σUi : Ui → LUi; two
such local cross-sections σUi and σUj being related on the overlapping open
set Ui
⋃
Uj by a local gauge transformation: σUi(p) = σUj (p) ◦ ρji(p), where
ρij(p) ∈ O(1, 3), for any p ∈ Ui
⋃
Uj .
Another mathematical model of the gravitational field uses the metric, and
the connection, and it can be constructed on a fibered bundle (E → M), over
the 4-manifold of space-time events M . The total space E is a 54-dimensional
space12. A cross-section σ = (g,∇) of E is a map σ :M → E such that pi ◦ σ is
the identity map onM . A given cross-section σ = (g,∇) represents a particular
choice of the gravitational field (of the type represented by the bundle) overM
if it satisfies the following first order quasi-linear equations: [9]
∇agab = 0 (1)
Reab(cgd)e = 0 (2)
11In order to formulate the rule of selecting cross-sections one needs to use jet extensions
of the configuration space [26], but we do not need go into any further details about the rule
for selecting cross-sections.
12The fiber over p ∈ M consists of pairs (g,∇) where g is pseudo-Riemannian metric and
∇ a derivative operator at p ∈ M . The dimension of the fibres in this case is 50 = (10 + 40).
A (torsion-free) derivative operator at a point in M could be defined, for example, as a map
from covector fields on M to second-rank covariant tensors at p, subject to additivity, the
Leibnitz rule, and consistency with the exterior derivative.
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Rcc(ab) = 0 (3)
2.1 Other Covariant Theories.
If T is a theory on a manifold M defined as a rule for selecting a set of models
of a type of theory for a natural bundle(FM = E
pi
→M), then for any arbitrary
diffeomorphism of φ : M → M there is a uniquely defined fibered manifold
automorphism Φ = Fφ : E → E that projects over φ. For any local cross-section
σ of pi defined on a small open set Up around p ∈M , then the pulled-back cross-
section φ∗σ = Φ◦σ◦φ−1 is a new local cross-section of pi defined on the open set
Uq = φ(Up) around q = φ(p) ∈ M . A theory T is covariant if all the pull-back
cross-sections φ∗σ of any model σ in the theory are also models of the theory. A
covariant theory is generally-covariant if all the pull-back cross-sections of any
model σ in the theory represents the same physical model. (See [12] for details.)
2.2 Permutable Theories.
The hole argument that applies to fibered manifolds can be modified to apply
to fibered sets; the concept of a covariant theory resulting in the concept of a
permutable theory.
In this case, a theory T over a set of elements M is a given by a rule
for selecting a class of cross-sections of a fibered set (E
pi
→ M), where pi is a
surjective map. In analogy to the geometric (natural) object case, we restrict
ourselves to the case in which to each base automorphism there corresponds a
lift to a ’natural’ fiber automorphism of the fibered set.
The theory T is called permutable if whenever a cross-section belongs to this
class, so does every cross-section that results from applying a fiber automor-
phism to it. This results in a class of automorphically-related cross-sections. T
is a generally-permutable theory if all the members of this class are semantically
identical, and so represents the same physical model.
Let M = {a1, a2, ..., an} be a set of elements of the same kind, and let us
denote with F the set of states, properties-values, or processes of an arbitrary
element in M 13. In the case, E is taken to be the Cartesian product M × F
and the projection map pi, the projection pr1 overM . A mathematical model of
such a type of theory (E →M) is represented by a cross-section σ(ai) = (ai, fi)
of E, which represents a selection of a state, process, property-value fi at an
arbitrary point ai ∈M .
A very important case (for physics) is to consider a class of fibered objects
in which the base is a set S 6= ∅ abstracted from its topological and differential
structures, while a fiber over a point Xa is a differentiable manifold. The total
space is X =
∐
a∈S
Xa and a cross-section σ : S 7→ X takes each point a ∈ S
into an element of the fiber over a. This case has important applications to the
13this space generalizes the phase and path space (in classical mechanics) and the Hilbert
(in quantum theory)
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quantum mechanics of many-particle systems, and in particular, to the cases in
which these particles are all of the same kind, and it discussed in more detail in
[13].
2.3 Diffeomorphisms: Passive and Active Diffeomorphisms.
Background-Independent theories.
General covariance is a key feature of the Einstein field equations. This im-
plies that they take the same form in any coordinate system or, expressed in
geometrical language, that they are invariant under the group of 4-dimensional
diffeomorphisms. A diffeomorphism φ ∈ Diff(M) is represented locally by
smooth maps xi 7−→ yi = φi(x).
Physicists use two interpretations of the concept of diffeomorphism-invariance:
”passive”, and ”active”. ”Passive” diffeomorphism invariance refers to invari-
ance under a change of coordinates, i.e., x 7−→ y. ”Active” diffeomorphism-
invariance on the other hand relates different objects in M in the same coordi-
nate system, i.e. interpreting φ as a map associating two different points on the
manifold M .
Any theory can be made invariant under ”passive” diffeomorphisms. (be-
cause coordinates do not have a physical meaning).
A background independent theory is a physical theory defined on a base
manifold M endowed with no extra structure, such as geometry or fixed co-
ordinates. If a theory does include any such geometric structures, it is called
background-dependent. Theories like QED, QCD are theories on a fixed (flat or
curved) background space-time metric. GR or in any general relativistic theory
on the other hand are distinguished from other dynamical field theories by in-
variance under ”active” diffeomorphisms; its field equations are invariant under
all differentiable diffeomorphisms ( the group Diff(M)) of the underlying man-
ifold M , which have no spatio-temporal significance until the dynamical fields
are specified.
In a background-independent theory, there is no kinematics independent
of the dynamics. Any background independent theory is generally covariant.
For background independent theories (e.g., GR), the gauge freedom is the full
diffeomorphism group Diff(M) of the base manifoldM and two mathematical
models(M,σ) and (φ(M) = M,φ∗σ) are physically indistinguishable. If the
theory is background dependent then the hole argument fails automatically.
(see [12] for details)
The quantization of the gravitational field is often described as one of the
greatest challenge to theoretical physics of our time. The search for a quantum
theory of gravity meets nowadays with an explosion of different types of quanti-
zations techniques. There are many attempts to quantize the gravity, but there
is no fully accepted QG.14 One important difficulty that QG meets today is that
such a futue theory should be background independent ( generally covariant).15
14As Ambjorn, Juriewicz and Loll ( 2005) state there is not a single theory of QG that is
both reasonable complete and internally consistent mathematically (see [20] p.5 )
15”A conceptually complete theory of QG cannot be based on a background dependent
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Also related to general covariance of Einstein’s equations some conceptual
and technical difficulties arise when one studies the equations using purely math-
ematical methods or computer calculations. This is mainly due to the fact that
there is no preferred way of splitting the 4-dimensional space-time into time
and 3-dimensional space, and the problem of choice of a good time coordinate.
While it is possible to ’slice up’ space-time into a family of 3-dimensional slices,
everyone is free to choose their own slicing of space-time, and geometrically
natural choice of slicing can help towards an elegant and useful description of
solutions of Einstein’s equations.
Also related to the Cauchy problem for the Einstein equations: the initial
data on a space-like hypersurface are subject to four constraint equations, which
must be solved in the course of finding a pair of ”true observables,”freely speci-
fiable as ”positions” and ”velocities” initially, the evolution of which off the
initial hypersurface should be uniquely determined by a pair of coupled, non-
linear field equations. This program has been carried out with locally-defined
variables. only in some highly idealized situations( e.g., cylindrical waves), in
general, quantities expressing the degrees of freedom and the equations govern-
ing their evolution are highly non-local and can only be specified implicity (e.g.,
in terms of the conformal 2-structure coordinate and velocity; see [16])
3 Physics and the Geometry of Superspace
Superspace is the space of all possible space-time geometries on a 4-dimensional
differentiable manifold.( see e.g.,[8], [17]) This space plays an important role in
the study of the gravitational field at the classical and quantum levels. Super-
space can be constructed as an orbit space; such that one point in the superspace
is an equivalence class of diffeomorphically-related (isometric) space-time met-
rics. The construction gives a way of identifying inequivalent space-time metrics
with different gravitational fields. In other words, physics is the geometry of
the superspace - the set of all distinguisable physical states.
In more detail, denote by M(M) the collection of all pseudo-Riemannian
metrics on a space-time manifoldM andDiff(M) the group of diffeomorphisms
of M 16. The group Diff(M) acts as a transformation group on M(M) by
pulling-back metrics on M : for all φ ∈ Diff(M) and g ∈ M(M) the action
map is defined by (φ, g) 7−→ φ∗(g). 17
For a fixed metric g, Og = {φ∗(g)| φ ∈ Diff(M)} is the orbit through g.
Two metrics g1 and g2 are on the same orbit, if and only if φ
∗(g1) = g2 for some
φ ∈ Diff(M), i.e. g1 and g2 are isometric metrics.
If g1 satisfies Einstein’s equations then g2 does. Two space-time solutions of
Einstein’s equations are considered to be physically equivalent if one is isometric
perturbation theory .... In ... a complete formulation the notion of string-like particles would
arise only as an approximation, as would the whole notion of classical space-time”(Michael
Green 1999), [10]
16Diff(M) is a smooth manifold modelled on the space X (M) of vector fields on M
17Diff(M) acts naturally on all tensor bundles over M by differentiation, and so on cross-
sections of these bundles.
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to the other.
The action of Diff(M) onM(M) partitionsM(M) into (disjoint) isometry
classes of space-time metrics.
The superspace is the space Q(M) = M(M)/Diff(M) of all isometry
classes of space-time solutions on M i.e., the set of physically distinguishable
states. A physical space-time represents a point in Q(M). The projection map
Π : M(M) −→ Q(M) identifies all isometric pseudo-Riemannian metrics to a
single diffeomorphically-equivalence class. The image of Π(g) = [g] represents
the (unique) physical gravitational field defined by g. [8], [17]
The Moduli Space of Cross-sections.
Let us consider a type of theory defined on a (gauge-) natural bundle (E
pi
→
M), and let T be a background independent18 theory on M i.e., a rule for
selecting a set of cross-sections of (E
pi
→M).
The concept of superspace can be generalised to the case of space of cross-
sections of (E
pi
→ M). If we denote Γ(E;M) the collection of all cross-sections
of pi, the diffeomorphisms group Diff(M) acts as a transformation group on
Γ(E;M) by pulling-back19 cross-sections of E: for all φ ∈ Diff(M) and σ ∈
Γ(E;M) the action map is defined by (φ, σ) 7−→ φ∗(σ).
For a fixed model σ, Oσ = {φ∗(σ)| φ ∈ Diff(M)} is the orbit through σ.
Two cross-sections σ1 and σ2 are on the same orbit, if and only if φ
∗(σ1) = σ2
for some φ ∈ Diff(M). The action of Diff(M) on Γ(E;M) partition Γ(E;M)
into (disjoint) diffeomorphically equivalent classes of cross-sections.
The space Γ(M) of all diffeomorphically-equivalent classes of cross-sections
on M is Γ(E;M)/Diff(M). The projection map Π : Γ(E;M) −→ Q(M)
identifies all diffeomorphically-equivalent models to a single diffeomorphically-
equivalence class. The image of Π(σ) = [σ] represents the physical model defined
by σ.
To analyse the structure of quotient spaces such as superspace one may use
the concept of a ”slice”20, which may not exist in general case 21 When there
is slice, then one may decompose (stratify) the superspace into manifolds of
diffeomorphically-related cross-sections ( e.g., space-time solutions). The exis-
tence of such a stratification is usually shown by proving the existence of slices
at every point for the group action. 22 Though it has a topological structure,23
the superspace is not a manifold and the infinite-dimensional analysis is quite
complicated.
18The hole argument does not apply to background-dependent theories
19See e.g., [18] for a distinction between pulling-back forms and pushing-forward vectors.
20The slice for the action of a group G on a manifold M at a point p ∈ M is a transversal
manifold Sp to the orbit at p.
21See [23], [17] for the proof of the existence of slice for the action of diffeomorphisms group
in 3-dimensional Riemannian case and some modified superspace of the 4-dimensional space
of solutions of Einstein’s vacuum field equations.
22For details about the slice theorem for the superspace of Riemannian metrics, see [23]
23The strongest topology in which the projection map Π : Γ(E;M) −→ Q(M) is continuous
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4 Some Open Problems
An open problem related to the general covariance of the Einstein equations
is to understand the implications of the space-time metric on the topology of
the underlying manifold. If g1 and g2 are two space-time metrics satisfying the
same Einstein’s equations, they are considered physically equivalent if one is
isometric with the other, i.e., there is a global diffeomorphism φ :M →M such
that g2 = φ
∗g1 . Implicitly, the topology of the underlying space M is fixed.
But different topologies arise for different solutions of Einstein’s equations, even
if the metrics are locally diffeomorphic. Given a fixed space-time 4-manifoldM
the question is how many Einstein’s non-isometric solutions ’live’ on M? This
problem is related to the stability problem of space-time solutions, which is one
of the most important unsolved problems of GR. Example of stable solutions
are the Minkowski space-time(see [14]) and Schwarzschild black hole(see [37],
but in general this is a very complicated problem.
Another open problem is the study of the structure of the space of space-
time solutions. In practice in solving the Einstein equation for example, one does
not start from a prescribed global manifold M , rather one solves the equations
locally, and then looks for the maximal extension of this solution subject to some
criteria for this extension, e.g., null and/or timelike geodesic completeness [21].
This situation is somehow similar to the ability of gluing morphisms and objects,
similar to the local affine spaces into schemes, and maybe can be formulated in
terms of stacks of moduli spaces of cross-sections. The idea is to analyze the
geometry of the superspace in terms of stacks, that is to collect together the
individual superspaces defined on fixed topological spaces.
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